Sarah Blodgett ~ Photographer
Sarah Blodgett is a wild life photographer from upstate New York. Her primary focus
is on birds but she also photographs land and seascapes, still life and florals and an
occasional portrait, a left over habit from year twenty plus years as a portrait photographer.
Sarah offers a slide show presentation of her beautiful images accompanied by a talks
varied in subject matter from her evolution as a commercial photographer into a wild life
photography, birds of specific areas such as New York state, Southern California, and
Florida, to subjects such as, how to photograph the elusive Green Heron. Greatly
concerned with conversation, Sarah puts an emphasis on the ethics of wildlife photography.
As well as speaking engagements, Sarah offers one on one or group instruction for
photographers.
Please feel free to contact Sarah to inquire about a speaking engagement in your area.
Email: sarahblodgett@mac.com Phone: 518-755-4933
Website: sarahblodgett.com
Kind Words:
“Sarah Blodgett’s program not only shows you the beauty and majesty of nature but
brings a smile to your face by pointing out the more whimsical side of life.”
Linda Slobodnyak, Chemung Valley Audubon Society
"Sarah's presentation for the Salt Point Speaker Series was engaging and entertaining.
We appreciated hearing the interesting stories behind many of her beautiful photographs.”
Robert Rieger ~ President-Friends of Salt Point Natural Area
“Sarah’s creativity doesn’t stop with her wildlife photography. She is a gifted speaker,
entrancing audiences with the visuals and then explaining them in a way that helps everyone
feel the wonder and beauty she captures with her lens. When she presented a slide show at
a fundraiser we held for a lake conservation group, the age range in our 50-person
audience was 21 to 91. She captivated everyone with her story telling, and we all learned
something new about the natural history of our region, and the patience and skill it takes
for photo’s like Sarah’s.”
David Walter Wolfe and Lauren Chambliss, Cornell University

